Blue and Gold Club – ($99 and below)

Thank you for your generosity and dedication to Shepherd University. Gifts of all size can make such a difference in the lives of deserving Shepherd students. The following list is a compilation of donors who made gifts of up to $99 during the 2019-2020 year. Great care was taken when preparing this Honor Roll of Donors. If there are corrections to be made, please contact the Shepherd University Foundation at 304-876-5195 or brugh@shepherd.edu.

Sydney Abramson '19
Michael E. Abshire '82
Yierfan Abula
Kurtis Adams
Sharon Decker '83 and Nick Affinito
Robin Alawat
James '71 and I. Kibby Albright
Benjamin and Elizabeth Allen
Patton and Jacqueline Allen
Kari Andersen '97
Jeffery '86 and Valerie Anderson
John and Mary Anderson
Richard Anderson
Theodore '04 and Pamela Anderson
Michael '91 and Lisa Ankrom
Brandon '10 and Brittany Newland '10
Armentrout
Charles E. Armentrout
Mark Arnold
John R. Artz
Lisa Ellery '10 and David Asti
Donald '58 and M. Joanna Strite '57 Athey
Delores Axline
Jason P. Bailey
Paula Bailey
Carol Baker '77 and John Olinski
Gerald '78 and Gloria Baker
Mary Beth Genovese '80 and Sidney Bakke
Gary '70 and Cynthia Thurston '68 Ball
Beth '76 and R. Craig Barber
Nikki Bardin '89
Harvey '86 and Jacqueline Barnhart
Thomas '74 and Teri Barnhart
Jeffrey '89 and Laura Barr
Susan Barr
Samantha Barrett '16
Patricia '75 and Robert Barrow Scrivener
Scott and Kristen Barth
Frederick '70 and Sally Worsley '70 Basgier
Karl and Annette Bates
Jean Bates
James Bauman
John A. Beall '90
Scott '86 and Jennifer Whitlock '85 Bean
Clay '80 and Sharon Appel '81 Beard
Roger '81 and Beverly Carol Beard
Diane Beasley
C. Dawn Weigel Beatty '01
John and Shelly Beatty
Elizabeth Beaver
Kathleen Bell
William D. Bender '69
Beverly Bennett
Pam Berry
Sharon Betson
Hayley Blankenship
Stephen and Anna Bledsoe
Mary Janet Bloom
Margaret Bock '16
Tanya Bohrer
Howard and April Boltz
Doyle '57 and Arlene Bolyard

McMurran Society *

Deceased 1
John '92 and R Michele Brackenrich '90
Bonbright
Susan Bowers ’72 and Dennis Bonebrake
John and Linda Bonkoski
Amy Boward ’89
David ’93 and Patricia Bowers
Robert ’94 and Jonniata Bowins
George Bowley
Dennis L. Boyles ’73
Mary Bradshaw
Delton and Joyce Branch
Tina Branson
Bethany Brashears ’02
Jean Bray ’06
Dwayne '00 and Amanda Schmidt '99 Breeden
Lily '08 and James Bright
Cheryl Broadbent
James '79 and Sandra Brosious
Clifton and Melaine Brown
Robert '97 and Miriam Brown
Sharon Cather Brumback '84
Rhodena Brunstrom
Robert '72 and Carole Bryan
Suzanne Bucci ’00
Ellen Buchanan ’18
Bruce J. Buck
Timothy W. Buckley
Kimberly Jeffries ’95 and Matthew Burch
Melissa Burger
Todd and Julie Burger
Pam Smulovitz ’07 and William Burke
Doris Perry ’88 and Michael Burke
Jeff Burton
William M. Butkus
Katherine Butler ’14
McArthur '69 and Charleen Buzzard
Rebecca Byars
Lucas Cade
Joanne Calabrese
Donald Campbell
Jeff and Kathie Campbell
Richard and Katherine Campbell
Sara Jane Campbell
Edward '71 and Patricia Cheney ’72 Cannon
Rachel Canty
Carolyn Wilson Carbone '95
Helen Carbonneau
James ’95 and Elizabeth Bonde ‘97 Carpenter
Reid Carper and Shannon Ellis
Gary and Beth Carr
Jeffrey ’76 and Alice Vollmer ’78 Carr
James and Virginia Carr
William ’74 and Deborah Ettinger '74 Carrier
Candee Chadwick
Shellie Chambers ’74
Chris Chaney
Katherine Chaney ’18
Richard ’77 and Janice Chaney
Todd Chapman
James ’96 and Lisa Cherry
Joseph and H. Denise Cheseldine
Charles '56 and Ruth Chipley Jr.
Michael and Joanne Chuey
Lou Ann Church
Donald ’77 and Patricia Clem
Thomas G. Clemens
Lynn Cline
Deanna Shade ’95 and Jeffrey Clingan
Carla N. Cocco
Jerry ’02 and Alice Cogle
Joann Campbell '64 and Conrad Cohen
Jessica Fancher Cole ’11
Kendra Walker '97 and David Cole
Sandra Collier ’81
A. Sue Collins
Barbara Hampton Collins ’66
Aaron '06 and Carrie Combs
Mark ’91 and Rebecca Combs
Melaine Condon
Paige Conrad ’19
C. Lee Cook ’63
Jane Cook ’05 and William Simmons
Dael Copeland
Brenda Starliper ’84 and Kevin Coulter
Robert and Barbara Coulter
John ’91 and Marilyn Cowgill
Joseph R. Cox
Gary Coy

McMurran Society *

Deceased 4
Vicki Crampton
Gregory '82 and Bambi Conrad '82 Crawford
Priscilla Cressman
Laura Dorsey '73 and Harry Crosby
James and Edna Cross
Mary Jean Croll '75
Roger and Noel Czerwinski
Jennifer Dagg '16
Donald '56 and Sigrid Dahlin
Megen Dalton
Carol Daly
Carole D'Angelo '89
Emily Daniel '13
David E. Darnell '95
Ray R. Daugherty
Dorothy Davenport
Alyssa Davis '18
Carrie Davis
Jake Davis
Madeline Davis
Marianne Davis '14
Susan Day
Sharie Dean
James '77 and Cheryl Kelley '79 Deaner
Jennings P. Decker
Craig A. Dell '95
Brenda Dellavalle
Stephen and Rene Delosh
Marshall '09 and Krystle DeMeritt
Gregory and Rebecca Demski
Stephen '88 and Dana Willis '90 Denton
Charles and M. Regina Depuy
Nicholas '07 and Megan Bolyard '06 Derrick
Elizabeth Desel '17
Rodney D. Dever '05
Walt and Marie DeWalt
Kayla Dietrich '13
The Digges Family
Tommie L. Dingbaum
Lois Disney
Clark '75 and Ora Dixon
Gary '75 and Linda Donley
Christopher '99 and Marissa D’Onofrio
Mary Beth Dalgarn Doton '80

Vernell G. Doyle
Andrew Drillock
Lee Drosdak
Ellen Duffy
Leo '67 and Rebecca Duncan
Cecilia Dunlay
Maggie Dyer
Joe and Sara Easter
Paul Eastes
Daryl '85 and Barbara Eckard
Sandra Eckberg
Jenna Eckleberry
Glenn H. Edwards '74
James '70 and Sue Taylor '67 Edwards
Pamela Edwards
Robert Edwards
Christopher and Samantha Eiserman
Diana Eldridge
Erin Elliott '09
Mary Elliott
Betty Elzey
Teresa Embrey
Victor Emerson
Brian S. Erickson
Shayla Evans '16
Emily Ewoldt '16
Catherine Falknor
Eric B. Fargo '94
Cindy Farris
Carol Faucett '75
James Fedorko '86
Mary Toms Feigley '14
Renee Feingold
Andy and Farima Ferguson
Christina Ferrara '14
Michael '86 and Cathy Ferro
Yvette Fey
Doris Horner '76 and Charles Fiddler
Brian P. Fisher '89
Mark Flaherty
Sachiko T. Flippo '71
Martin and Elizabeth Flynn
Rosemary Flynn
Alan and Judy Fogle
Larry and Linda Fogle
Shan '95 and Heather Foley
Dan and S. Ann Folk
Jesse Forbes
Katy Fincham '07 and Brian Ford
Tamela Forte
Trish France
Fiona Franke
Diane Frantz
Andrea Herring '93 and Keith Freeland
Jason Frushour
Amber Frye '98
Sarah Fuentes Chizanskos '19
Alanna Haines '92 and Terry Funk
Michelle Gallipoli
Sergio Galvan
Lewis B. Gannon
Jacob '14 and Emily Greaser '12 Gardner
Joel and Rosemund Garner
Tracy Garrett '84
Scott '90 and Tricia Garton
Susan Gemeny '73
Chris Gerhardt
Jennifer Gerholdt
Julieann Gibson
Mark S. Gilbert
Tammy Gill '18
Ann Glascock
Annette Gloomis
Rodney D. Glover
Ladji Goita
Mark '77 and Sue Goller
Charles '87 and Anne Coyle '90 Goode
Patricia Barnett '85 and Charles Goodie
David B. Gordon
Raymond E. Gordon
Susan Gordon
Jacqueline Smallwood '86 and Michael Gore
Patricia Gorman
Missy Gould
Karen Grant '09
Margaret Wells '77 and Timothy Grant
Richard T. Grant, Jr.
Anthony '85 and Janice Green
Jamaal R. Green '00
Dale '83 and Shelia Greene
Barbara Puckett '64 and Everett Greenstreet
Dolores Gregory
Stacey Griffith
Karen Grossman
Linda Grubb '08
Jeffrey Guenther
Jenny Hagerty
Timothy D. Haines '95
Wayne B. Haines '85
Susan Haley
Kiki Halloun
Bradford Hamann
Rhonda Hamilton
Karen Hammack
Julia Handzo '92
Liz Haney
Marie-Christine Haney
John D. Hanf '61
Chelsea Harclerode
Neal Hardie '12
Richard and Virginia Hardie
Richard '72 and Patricia '73 Hare
Paul R. Harless '07
Shellie Harpine
Katrina Harrelson '08
Joseph and Laurie Harrington
Sarah Holme '67 and Norman Harris
Mary Ellen Kisner Harrison '62
Lynda Vaughn '69 and William Hart
Robert and Phyllis Hartman
Dawn Hatzer '78 and Ramon Mena
Julia Hawkins '16
Tony B. Hayes
Sallye Morgan Heffle '57
Joan Heinicke
John '76 and Yvonne Hemphill
George '68 and Christine Erickson '69
Henderson
Patricia Gageby '56 and Claison Henkes
Rita Hennessy
Thomas '03 and Dana Henry
Christopher J. Herman

McMurran Society *
Deceased
William '90 and Renee Smedley '90 Heschl
Davian Hester
Lisa '94 and Daniel Hileman
Gale Hill
Nancy Hillegas '81
Mark '93 and Melinda Mayes '93 Hilyard
W. and Betse Hinkley
Tyler A. Hissong '07
Lawrence K. Hixson '10
Tyler '09 and Emily '10 Hockman
Michael Hockstad
Allison Hoffmaster '16
Eric '82 and Deena Hockensmith '83 Hofstetter
Agnes Warther Holloway '71
Vernon Horn
Shell '82 and Beth Hoskinson
George '57 and Betty '78 Hott
Stacey Hough '93
Dennis Householder '76 and Debbie Reed
Gabriella Howard
Michael '85 and Patricia Donahue '81 Howser
Jordan M. Hudkins '08
Mary Williams '78 and Jeff Hudkins
Elvira Hudson
Robert J. Hudson
Anna Hughes '02
Janice Hughes '75
Barbara Humes '70
Olivia Hummer
Darla Hunley
Kim Hutto
Craig R. Huyett '01
John '78 and Patricia Inwright
Bertrand Iseminger '79 and Elizabeth Sullivan
Irene Iwanczuk
Dennis Jackman, II '15
David '78 and Sherri Jackson
Keith Jackson '12
Ellen Jacobs
Bob Jaisse
Karen James
Sarah James '03
Jennifer Jerrell
Christen Johnson

Donald '80 and Tammy Johnson
Emily Johnson '14
Eric Johnson
Roland and Laura Johnson
Maximilian G. Joksch '93
Corinne Jones
Nancy Jones
Mark E. Jordan '99
James '66 and Ruth Sundstrom '66 Junkins
Carmel Kaiser
Barbara Larson '98 and Sean Kandalis
Emily Kane '17
Shelley Kane
Zachari and Josephine Karantonis
Elaine Keagle
William '64 and Linda Keller
Kylie Kelly
Pamela Kemmerer '89
Cedrice Kenney '18
Ronald A. Kepple
Victoria Kerr
Rachel Kesecker '01
Jennie '19 and Johnny Khun
John and Linda Kilroy
Jane Nothnagel King '71
Mary Ellen Blue Kirk '70
Douglas and Christina Kitts
Richard Kizer
Robert Klein
David C. Klinger
Michael '75 and Donna Lang '75 Kneisly
Robert and Mary Jo Knochel
Walter '64 and Bonnie Knott
Tina Koening
Mark Kohut
Gerald '74 and Catherine Krause
Julie Kugler-Bentley '89 and John Bentley
Lois Kuhn '78
Stephanie Kuhn
Stephen Kuhns
Lexie Kun
Richard '87 and M. Michelle Shewbridge '88
LaFollette
John C. Laggan '99

McMurran Society *
Deceased †
Michael and Kimberlie Jo Laing
William and Elizabeth Laing
Linda Lamb ‘75
David and Laurie Lambert
Victoria Landis ‘13
Melinda Wilmore ‘75 and John Landolt
Abigail Rodriguez ‘17 and Nick Landon
David and Sarah Langford
Bernard and Tonya Lantz
Jenny Hawbaker ‘85 and Rick Lauthers
Ethan Lawlor ‘11
Maigen Lawson ‘13
Damek Lazorchack
James and Lynn Lebrun
Freda Lower ‘80 and Thomas Lee
Mariland ‘71 and Charles Lee
Rachel Schrumpf ‘83 and Norman Lehner
Robert Leland
Marissa Leslie
Dara Lewis
Lynnette Lewis
Mark ‘81 and Yvette Lewis
William C. Lind ‘72
Marie Lineberg
Samuel ‘57 and Donna Link
Mary Ellen Wright Lloyd ‘89
Tonya Lodge
Lois Loen
Kimberly Longwell
Samuel and Karen Longwell
Kristen Lorenz ‘17
Stefanie Bell ‘65 and Karl Low
Kimberly Lowrie
Kevin ‘94 and Kelly Jo Hanshew ‘92 Lynott
William D. Lyons
Kyle MacDonald
Elizabeth Maier
Thomas M. Malphrus
Shelby Maly ‘17
Brenda Kramer Manspeaker ‘88
Kelli Manzano ‘09
Shane Marrone ‘15
James Martin
Joseph ‘83 and Christie Martin

Lethajoy Martin
Mary Martin
Myrtle Martin
Carmen Maselli
Talva Maslach
Daniel ‘80 and Teresa Mason
Jessica Mason ‘14
John ‘84 and Kimberly Fry ‘91 Mason
Rhonda Mathis
Charlene Mauck ‘16
Eugene and Terra Mauro
Donald and Sandra May
Heather ‘98 and Bill Mayton
Alice McCarthy
Marcie McCarthy
Ernie and Elizabeth McCook
Izzy McCormick
W. Richard McCune, Jr.
Ashlee McDonald
Ginger McDonald
Graham and Stacy McFarland
Abigail McGlade
Nancy ‘89 and Robert McKeithen
Al F. McKoy ‘85
Eric J. McLaughlin
Bobbie McLean
Dennis and Betty Russell McMurry
Audrey Medlin
Sue Mercer ‘03
Carrie Messenger
John Andrew ‘71 and Debbie Messer
Cheryl Middleton ‘02
Rita Quillen Mihalik ‘06
Bernard ‘86 and Susan Milhausen
Lisa Ford ‘92 and Chris Millhram
Darleen ‘66 and Carl Miller
Michael ‘95 and Jennifer Hite ‘95 Miller
Richard ‘73 and Dena Miller
Staige ‘75 and Bonnie Miller
Franklin ‘56 and Janice Mills
Michael and Sandra Mills
Miranda Mittleman
Charles Moats
Charles and Linda Molnar

McMurran Society *
Deceased 4
D. Jeanne Etter '73 and John Moore
Glenn Moore '18
L. Andrew '88 and Angela Moore
Jose '13 and Rachel Crum '08 Moreno
Traci Morris
Nikki Moser
Robin Longerbeam '88 and William Moses
Jonathan Motichka '11
Sharon Rider '71 and Dale Merlin Mueller
Naim O. Muhammad '17
Larry '66 and Elizabeth Mullin
Todd '89 and Robin Saville '87 Mumpower
Ann Murray
Sharon Murray
James J. Myers
Kelsey Najaka
Scott '00 and Stacy Skroban '92 Najaka
Paul Nazarok, Sr.
Laura Neal '85
Elizabeth Sherrer '65 and Douglass Nelson
Sharon Nettles
Cathy Nevy
James '94 and Joy Marsh '93 Newkirk
Leonard '92 and Janet '88 Newlin
Scott and Wendy Newman
Eric and Penny Nicarry
Steven '84 and Cynthia Jones '85 Nicewarner
Sheila Saylor Nichols '89
Ronald and Lorita Nicholson
Charles and Rita Nieman
John Nissel '87 and Maureen Dougherty '86
Donna Northouse
Ursula Nottnagel '96
Frederick Novak and Theresa Brady-Novak
Thomas and Jayne Nuse
Joy Oakes
Timothy M. O'Connell '80
Anthony Odom
Mary O'Hara
Catherine Oliver
Craig and Pamela Olson
David Opdycke
Tiffany Sine Orlando '18
Theodore Orr

Jerry and Beverley Osborn
Leah Ostrow
Kenneth '87 and Joan Gussman '90 Oyerly
Nan Padgett
Thomas '69 and Yolanda Painter
Kelly Pannill-Perkins '05
Victor Parker '16
Vincent and Gayle Parnell
Kelly Parsley
Suzanne Patrick
Brenna Pattajo '12
Brad G. Patterson '91
Micya Paugh
Laura Klingenburg '06 and Paul Peach
Abby Pearson '86
Stefan Pearson '14
Jewel Peasley '16
Robert A. Peoples '08
Peter Jordel Peralta '13
Phillip '12 and Jennifer Perrotte
Autumn Perry '09
Larry and Donna Pethel
Mike '02 and Denise Philippi
John '92 and Donna Phillips
Millicent Phipps
Brian Piccolo
Charles '82 and Tammie Pierce
Nick Pierce
Paul Pierce
Roger '83 and Sherlyn Russell '83 Pierce
Russ Pierce
Jeff P. Pinyan
Christopher '97 and Dawn Freed '99 Pitzer
Rose Pizatella
M. Marsha Clark Plybon '65
H. Kiehl '55 and Roberta Poffenberger
Lou Ann Ponton
Robin Posey-Blue
Andrew W. Potts '17
Douglas H. Powell '86
Roger A. Prichard
Jean Powers '67 and Ronald Procino
Joseph '77 and Judy Miller '72 Pugh
Mark and Cheryl Pullen

McMurran Society *
Deceased †
Christine Purtell
Paul and Margaret Purtell
Jonathan Quigley '09
Angela Raco '15
Stephen '93 and Theresa Humberson '93 Raff
Casey Landrum Reed '06
Michael Reed
Dale and Valerie Reid
Maylene Reisbig
Aaron Renner
Dawn Renner
Dale and Judith Reppert
Barbara Hicks '86 and Stephen Reyda
Catherine Faber Rhea '81
Allyson Rice '19
Marvin and Nancy Rice
Sheldon and Darlene Rider
Dave Rinehart
Sondra South Riser '68
Susan Rizzi
Cheryl D.L. Roberts '80
Judi Roberts
Andrew Robertson
Bryan '75 and Judith Robertson
Deborah '00 and Gary Robertson
Chris and Kathryn Robertson
Andrew '85 and Laurie Umbach '85 Robertson
Mary Ann Robertson '72
Richard and Barbara Robinson
Diane Robinson '08 and Bonnie Ott
Elizabeth Robinson '15
Jessica Robinson '18
Kelle Renniger Robinson '98
Noah Rogers
Roy Rogers '08 and Mary Theresa Wall-Rogers
Sarah Kline Rogers '84
Gary Rohrer
Jennifer Rolston '95 and Patrick Shunney
Dianne Roman
Deborah Romano '99
Carolyn Poisal '99 and Philip Ropp
Megan Toy '75 and Carl Rose-Jensen
Stuart Rosner
Alicia Rosov

Donald '82 and Gina Ross
Catherine Rotruck '83
Ronald '91 and Sheila Rowe
Julie Rubley '86
W. Mark '84 and Ashley Rudolph
David '83 and Theresa Rudy
BreAnne M. Rugh '06
Darlean Runion
Amy Rush '87
Mary Russell '70
Michael C. Russell '86
Philip E. Russell
Sharon Russell
Randy '85 and Kathy Rutherford
S. Arthur Saladino '61
Lance '00 and Jeni S. Sales
Janine Scott Sam
George and Jane Sanders
Steven C. Sandgren
Brian '98 and Jacqueline Sands
Abbi Sartori
Henry Saunders
Leonardo and Jamie Sauro
Roger L. Saville '00
Patricia Richmond Saylor '81
Dawn Scheffer
Joseph and Helena Scher
Virginia Schlosser
Kathleen Schuler
Robert and Sharon Schultz
Chris Scriven and Denise August-Sriven
Daniel '89 and Deborah Myers '81 Seal
Stanley M. Sears
Rachel Sefton '16
William and Teresa Sewell
John Seymour
Louis and Margaret Seymour
Paul and Jennifer Seymour
Donald '74 and Marguerite Shade
David and Tammy Shaffer
John and Barbara Shaffer
Etta Shanholtz
Danley T. Shank '08
William '71 and Barbara Shank

McMurran Society *
Deceased 1
W. David and Alicia Shaw
Brittany Sheets '17
Gary '99 and Susan '96 Shepard
Harriett Shortley Sherwood '69
Steven Shiley '14
Linda Kerns '67 and Kent Shock
Darryl and Katherine Shockey
Carolyn Showalter '90
Kaila Shutts
Larry '74 and Bonnie Sidaway
George O. Siekkinen, Jr.
Sally Vass '90 and Gray Silver
Matthew E. Simek
Dorothy '97 and Victor Simerly
Jerry '69 and Peggy Simmons
John Skelly
Kristin Skelly
Amy Skiano
Stephen Skinner
Paul '56 and Jo Ann Manning '56 Skvoretz
Brendan M. Smedley
Alexa Smith
Cathie Smith
Kenneth N. Smith, Jr.
Larry and Sidonna Smith
Nelson Smith
Nicole Smith
Rufus and Renny Smith
Nicole Smoot
W. G. Snellings '91
Patricia Snively
Richard B. Snowden
Candace Snyder
Matthew '97 and Jessica Neff '98 Snyder
Scott and Joanne Sokolowski
Rachel Sours '17
Natalie Liston '11 and Justin Sowers
Natalie Fox Spadacino '02
Kerry and Lisa Spangler
Thomas '02 and Dachia Spaur
RD and Donna Speas
Donald '74 and Nancy Digges '75 Specht
James '89 and Christy Spicer
Devin Spinks

Keith '81 and Donna Sharp '82 Stains
Sam Stanley
Christopher M. Starke '96
Daniel '69 and Joan Bartley '78 Starliper
Susan Starliper
Diane Ingrick Steece '63
Van '84 and Teresa Stemple
Alexandra Stevens '13
Brett Stevens
Tracy Stevens
Delores Stewart
Charles H. Stiles, Jr.
Darlene Stockman
Brandace Stone '15
William and Betty Stover
Michael and Robin Straley
Adam M. Straskulic '01
Jason W. Strauss
Michael and Kathryn Struzik
Kelvin L. Stubbs '04
Michael '81 and Barbara Sturman
Timothy K. Sumner
Dennis and Marilyn Swartz
Bruce and Rhonda Swayne
Barry Swift
Sherry Sykes
Joseph '61 and Dolores Szymialis
Donnagean Eyler '65 and Donald Talbert
Melissa Taliaferro
Christine Taylor '81
Christopher S. Taylor '06
Dorothy '59 Taylor
James L. Taylor '59
Margaret Taylor
Ronald '63 and Charlotte Taylor
Stanley Taylor
Jennifer Thomas '96
Nancy Thomas
Robert and Jaquelyn Thomas
Donald and Robin Thomasberg
Edith Thompson
Shirley Thompson '81
Louis '72 and Marina diGirolamo '74 Tiano
Paula Tibert
Christopher '92 and Laura Tiller
Johnny Tillman
Cheri Tirner
Dorothy Toland-Orndorff '93
Karen Tomimatsu '77
John and Cynthia Toothman
Trinh Tran
Jade Tremba
Rose Tribby '14
Anita Tucker
David and Agatha Tune
Franklin O. Turner '65
Richard '91 and Jeena Tyler
Chris and Trish Van Note
Max Van Note
Nathan Van Note
George D. Vandenbergh, II '81
John and Mary Ann Venarchick
Kara Villanelli '04
Russell G. Voelker '92
Richard and Patrice Vossler
Meagan Weddle Wagaman '07
Thomas and Barbara Wagaman
Donald and Lisa Wagoner
Meredith Wait
Brian Walker
Dorothy Walker
Kimberly Basore '80 and Bill Walls
Arnie Walters
Gina Bennett '10 and Robert Walters
Matthew and Jessica Waltersdorff
Rachel Ward
Nancy Grove '74 and Dean Warrenfeltz
Phyllis Wasson
Sara Wasson
Emily Miller Waters '57
James '80 and Sandra Watkins
Lloyd and Susan Watkins
Raleigh H. Watson, Jr. '90
Jo Ann Weaver
Chad '91 and Irene Weddle
Mark and Kristina Wehland
Kayla Weller
Patt Welsh

Tiffany Wendt
John '87 and Marie Wentz
Ernest W. Wetterer
Ginny McDaniel '84 and Joseph Whipp
Gail Ruth White '64
Jack R. White '64
Michael '07 and Kasey Wigginton
Teresa Wiggins
Ernest '95 and Maria Williams
Patricia Williams '91
Vicki Willman
Lisa Clem '73 and Jim Willott
Terry F. Wills
Franke Wilmer '81 and Ronald Tobias
Brett A. Wilmore
Merrell D. Wilson '80
Rose Wilson
Sally Usary '87 and John Wilson
David L. Wilson-Widdecombe
C. Stephen '66 and Diane Wilt
Shirley Wiltshire '64
Alexandra Witt '17
Ron and Jackie Woerl
Joel Woerl
Noah G. Woerl
Betty Wojcik '74
Judy Wolf
Paul '82 and Karole Wolfe
Sylvia Wood
Barry '87 and Robyn Woodard
Ellisa Woodbrey
Adam Workman
Donna Penn '84 and William Wright
Edward '73 and Elizabeth Wroth
Douglas and Cathy Wynkoop
Sharon Jackson '69 and John Wysong
Dan Yetto
Linda Cook '62 and Steven Yoder
Judith Yost
Tara Young
Will Younger
Roger '85 and Jill Younker
David and Lisa Zerull
Margaret Zoberbier '14

McMurran Society *

Deceased